SNAP Meeting Minutes

1/25/2015
5:00 EST
Via Google Hangout

Present:
Susan Kline
Samantha Winn
Roxie Dunn
Holly Croft
Daniel Johnson
Colin Post
Ariadne Rehbein
David McAllister
Caitlyn Wells

Updates

Social Media: themed chats, higher or lower frequency of chats?

  - Ari: Produce a Google doc to collect ideas for chat themes. Have a schedule of the chats (with theme) included on the wordpress site. Sam suggested including other groups beyond SNAP in the brainstorming of themes.

  - Calendar? Is it useful?

  - Susan: Send out the Communication survey.

Blog:

  - New student blog editor, Holly.

  - Guest posts
Provenance Issue (Roxanne and Caitlyn)

- Paper submission due 1/31/2015
- Problem of communicating with University chapters
- Plenty of Potential peer reviewers.
- Fear of cancelling the issue?

Old Business

Communication Survey

- Is Question 14 relevant given the changes to the SAA Code of Conduct?
- Snap Committee will look at Survey for a week and then send it out.
- Timeline for the survey: Decided to put it out on February 1 and have it done by at the end of February.

Internship Database

- Dan highlighted the need for a centralized database of internship opportunities.
- Colin agreed to start a Google doc for the internships.

New Business

Activities

- The question was raised if there were activities for SNAP to engage in.
- SAA leadership is itself very engaged and open to listening to SNAP.

Annual Meeting (August)

- The suggestion of Pop-up sessions was broached.

Questions/Other Business

- Colin raised a question about accessing the backend of the website.